Over the last 40 years, while lighting technology has undergone dramatic upheavals, the world of lighting applications has largely been at peace. Illuminance recommendations have remained unchanged, quality metrics such as CRI and UGR have been unchallenged and the aim of lighting has been constant to allow people to see what they want to see, quickly, easily and without discomfort. True, the means by which lighting applications have been designed has changed out of all recognition with the availability of calculation and visualization software, but the criteria have altered little. But now there are indications of conflicts ahead.
The first indication has been the challenge to CRI posed by the development of new and better colour metrics. This might be regarded as a squabble among lighting experts apart from the fact that it has also revealed organizational conflict between bodies who claim to be lighting authorities, the IESNA and the CIE. Even so, it could be regarded as an internal matter.
A more serious but still internal conflict is appearing in the form of a drive to re-orient the primary purpose of interior lighting away from lighting hypothetical tasks to lighting the surroundings first and adjusting the lighting of any tasks later, if necessary. This approach requires a complete redrafting of lighting recommendations involving new metrics and the abolition of the horizontal working plane.
More seriously, the recognition that exposure to light has implications for human health challenges the avowed primary purpose of lighting, to allow the visual system to function. The health consequences of failure to ensure circadian synchronization and insufficient vitamin D are such that suggestions are now being made that interior lighting should be used to overcome these failings. To ensure circadian synchronization for people who have little opportunity to experience daylight, higher light levels may be required, but this will cause conflict with people who are concerned about energy use. Higher light levels could be avoided by increasing the amount of short wavelength radiation in the spectrum but that could conflict with colour rending. Further, the light has to be delivered to the eyes which could cause glare problems and might antagonize those who worry about retinal damage. As for increasing vitamin D levels, this requires more exposure to ultraviolet radiation, something that will concern those bothered by the incidence of skin cancer.
And lighting outdoors is not immune, there are the environmental enthusiasts who are developing a narrative that light at night is not just masking the night sky but also damaging biodiversity and harming the environment. If this argument were to be seen as another facet of man's damage to the planet, then pressure to limit the use of light at night could increase dramatically.
Thus, there are several reasons for thinking that the years of peace for lighting applications may be over. To resolve the resulting conflicts will require knowledge, wisdom and ingenuity from all involved in lighting as well as a little bit of magic.
